
 
 
 

Abstract for Chapter 5: Composite Subjectivity and Intelligent Subjects 

The human brain is often called the most complex object in the universe. In this and the                 

next chapter I develop a theory of the role this complexity plays in mental combination. I                

have called this theory “functionalist combinationism” because it focuses particularly on           

“functional structure,” the set of ways that different states of a system are caused by, and                

cause, other states of that system. One popular view in the philosophy of mind is that                

consciousness itself, and indeed all mental phenomena, are ultimately explained by           

functional structure; call this “pure functionalism”. According to pure functionalism, the           

way to get minds is simply to take some material, which may be in itself completely                

mindless, and organize it to implement the right functional structure, to work the right              

way. Readers attracted to pure functionalism should take functionalist combinationism as           

an independent and complete theory of mental combination, a rival to and replacement of              

the panpsychist combinationism of chapters 3 and 4. Pure functionalism implies that            

chapters 3 and 4, which treat consciousness as a fundamental property, were misguided             

right from the start. 

But many philosophers who are not pure functionalists still think that functional            

structure is of vital importance in a full understanding of the mind, even if it is not the                  

whole story: call this “impure functionalism”. In particular, I think readers attracted to             

panpsychist combinationism would do well to also accept functionalist combinationism          

as a supplementary theory, a theory specifically dealing with how the sort of             

consciousness possessed by human beings and other animals differs from but depends on             

the more basic consciousness that is fundamental and pervasive in nature.  

Sketching functionalist combinationism requires examining how combination       

relates to functional structure, to the structure of consciousness, and to the systematic             

coherence between these two structures. This chapter argues that information-integrating          

interactions can connect the conscious structure and functional structure of conscious           

parts into a whole with even richer structure. This integration can take many forms, even               

including the social interactions of cooperating subjects in a social group. 

 


